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BLUMOTION for doors
Quiet closing for Blum concealed hinges

BLUMOTION for doors

Quiet closing —
          every time

  
BLUMOTION for doors offers the same quality of motion as drawer systems with BLUMOTION.
Each time a door is closed your customer will be reminded of the exceptional quality of their 
cabinets. BLUMOTION for doors quiet closing feature is quick and easy to install and once 
installed, creates a quiet close, every time. 

 █ Silent and effortless closing every time
 █ Automatically adjusts to the closing force of the door
 █ Simple program accommodates a wide variety of application for both  

face frame and panel cabinets
 █ Design possibilities — can be used on wood and aluminum doors
 █ The integrated overload safety feature protects the BLUMOTION  

system from damage through abuse
 █ Variety of attachment options
 █ Designed for use with Blum hinges

BLUMOTION redefines the term "quality of motion"

BLUMOTION 971A for COMPACT

BLUMOTION 973A

BLUMOTION 970A

BLUMOTION 971A



 █ BLUMOTION mechanism attaches directly to the hinge arm
 █ Simple, tool-free attachment
 █ Automatically adjusts to the closing force of the door
 █ Designed for one BLUMOTION per self-closing hinge 

(quantity may vary depending on door size and weight)

 █ BLUMOTION attaches anywhere on the hinge-side  
of a face frame cabinet 

 █ Applications for full and partial overlay
 █ Spacer required for partial overlay
 █ Adjustable to various door sizes and weights
 █ Designed for one BLUMOTION per door  

(quantity may vary depending  
on door size and weight)

  BLUMOTION 973A for

 CLIP top and CLIP hinges

BLUMOTION 970A for  
                Euro hinges

BLUMOTION 971A for  

               Euro hinges              

BLUMOTION 971A for

   COMPACT hinges              

Standard hinges Overlay Twin/Partial Inset

100° Standard hinge 973A, 971A, 970A 973A, 970A 973A, 970A

107° Standard hinge 973A, 971A, 970A 973A, 970A 973A, 970A

120° Standard hinge 973A, 971A, 970A 973A, 970A 973A, 970A

120°+ Standard hinge 973A, 971A, 970A 973A, 970A 973A, 970A

170° Standard hinge 973A, 971A, 970A 973A, 970A 973A, 970A

Special application hinges

95° Thick door hinge 973A, 971A, 970A 973A, 970A 973A, 970A

110° Special application hinge 973A, 971A, 970A 973A, 970A 973A, 970A

155° Zero protrusion hinge 973A, 971A, 970A 973A, 970A 973A, 970A

120° Aluminum frame hinge 973A, 970A 973A, 970A 973A, 970A

94° Glass door hinge 971A, 970A 970A 970A

94° Mini hinge 971A, 970A 970A 970A

Innovative solutions
                for every application

 █ BLUMOTION installs into the top and bottom panel or  
with adapter plates on hinge-side

 █ Various mounting options for face frame and panel cabinets
 █ Automatically adjusts to the closing force of the door
 █ Designed for two BLUMOTION per door 

(quantity may vary depending on door size and weight)

 █ BLUMOTION attaches directly to the hinge-side panel 
centered between two hinges

 █ Various mounting options — wing, face frame and in-line
 █ Adjustable to various door sizes and weights
 █ Designed for one BLUMOTION per door 

(quantity may vary depending on door size and weight)

100°

107°

120°

120°+

170°

120°

120°+

110°

94°

94°

95°

120°

155°

Blind corner hinge Overlay Partial Inset

95° Blind corner hinge 970A 970A 970A

Angled hinges Overlay Partial Inset

Angled hinges  — +30 II, +45 I, +45 II 973A, 970A 973A, 970A 973A, 970A

Angled hinges — remaining types          970A 970A 970A

COMPACT hinges  Full overlay Partial overlay

105°, 107° and 110° 971A9700.A1 971A9700.A1

95° 

110°

95°

110°
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